Royal Mail Group has partnered with **UK SAYS NO MORE** to launch Online Safe Spaces at Royalmail.com

People experiencing domestic abuse will be able to access an untraceable Online Safe Space via the Royal Mail website, where they will be able to access information on helplines and specialist support.

Online Safe Spaces can be accessed via the Royal Mail website by clicking the Safe Spaces logo.

Online Safe Spaces aims to increase the number of opportunities for victims of domestic abuse to safely access support while carrying out daily online tasks such as tracking a delivery.

Learn more about Online Safe Spaces at [UKSAYSNOMORE.ORG/ONLINE-SAFE-SPACES](http://UKSAYSNOMORE.ORG/ONLINE-SAFE-SPACES)

Help us raise awareness of Online Safe Spaces through social media so more victims of domestic abuse can find the support they need.

---

**SUGGESTED POST 1**

The [@RoyalMail](https://twitter.com/RoyalMail) has launched Online Safe Spaces with [@UKSAYSNOMORE](https://twitter.com/UKSAYSNOMORE), supporting people experiencing domestic abuse. By clicking on the Safe Spaces logo at royalmail.com, victims of domestic abuse can access an untraceable web page of support & helplines.

**SUGGESTED POST 2**

Are you experiencing domestic abuse? Click on the Safe Spaces logo at royalmail.com to access [@royalmail](https://twitter.com/royalmail) and [@UKSAYSNOMORE](https://twitter.com/UKSAYSNOMORE)’s Online Safe Spaces, where you will have access to an untraceable page of information, support and helplines. You are not alone.